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1. Background to and history of recent bicycle 
countermeasures 

In 2008, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism and the National Police 
Agency designated a total of 98 areas nationwide as 
Bicycle Travel Environment Improvement Model 
Districts, clarified problems with improving bicycle 
travel environments and studied countermeasures. 
Later, in 2011, they formed the Study Committee 
for the Creation of Safe and Pleasant Bicycle 
Utilization Environments, which evaluated and 
verified efforts made in the above model districts 
and proposed the preparation of guidelines.    

The NILIM collected and aggregated documents 
about the model districts and helped the committee 
evaluate and verify efforts made in the model 
districts.   
2. Evaluating and verifying efforts in model 
districts 

The evaluation and verification in the model 
districts clarified two facts: [1] because the 
improvement effects are not fully achieved simply 
by partially improving bicycle traveling space, it is 
important to do the improvement as a network, and 
[2] because there are cases where the connection 
between the uninterrupted flow section and 
intersection are not provided connected in a straight 
line, so that the improved bicycle traveling space is 
not fully utilized, it is important to ensure continuity 
and straightness of bicycle traveling space at 
intersections. So the concept of stipulating bicycle 
network projects in the guidelines and the concept 
of intersection design methods were proposed.     
3. Future challenges 

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism and the National Police Agency will 
supplement the committee’s proposals with 
technical opinions to prepare and release the 
guideline.    
[Reference]  Committee web site. 

http://www.mlit.go.jp/road/ir/ir-council/cyclists/ind
ex.html  

 
 

■モデル地区の指定路線位置（例）
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■平均自転車交通量の整備前後の比較

モデル地区指定路線
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※ただし、検定(95%）の結果、統計的有意性は認められなかった
※自転車交通量（片側）自転車40台/h以下の路線を除外（国土交通省調べ）
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■シフトの有無と自転車通行空間の利用率の関係
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※ But the result of a screening (95%) found no statistical significance. 
※ Bicycle traffic volume (one-way)  excludes routes with traffic volume of 40 bicycles/h or 

less (study by MLIT)
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